
 

VINCI Airports Serbia 

11180 Belgrade 59 

announces 

ADVERTISMENT 

for engagement of one officer for security position 

1. VINCI Airports Serbia is announcing vacancies for engagement outside employment relationship 

based on a temporary service agreement for the following positions:  

 

1) Operator for screening of persons  

- performs X-ray screening by walk-through metal detectors at access points,  

- performs hand search of passengers,  

- performs hand search of passengers if walk-through metal detectors gets a hit,  

- performs ETD screening of passengers and persons other than passengers,  

- performs hand search of persons other than passengers if walk-through metal detector screening is not 

enough,  

- performs hand search of persons other than passengers if walk-through metal detectors gets a hit,  

- checks physical barriers in the area behind screening operator,  

- informs passengers and persons other than passengers on a request to put personal items away in 

trays on security check-points,  

- performs hand search of PRM in waiting rooms or in ambulance vehicle,  

- performs security check of hallways for arriving passengers,  

- controls level of consumables necessary for security screening at screening points, notifies superior 

managers on the level and supplements it as needed,  

- when needed, performs other duties at the request of X-ray duty manager.  

 

2) Access control of vehicles and persons other than passengers  



- performs access control of persons and vehicles at access points,  

- performs hand search of persons other than passengers and items carried along at access points,  

- perform check of vehicles at access points,  

- prevents carrying in prohibited items in the security-restricted area,  

- performs patrols at the complex of VINCI Airports Serbia,  

- carries out  testing employees for the presence of alcohol and psychoactive substances,  

 

 

- performs control of movement of persons and vehicles in security-restricted area,  

- performs aircraft security according to the special procedure.  

 

A candidate shall fulfil the following requirements:  

- High school degree any field or profession,  

- Certificate for private security staff in accordance with the Law on private security (for the position 

Operator  for screening of persons: without weapons, for the position Access control of vehicles and 

persons other than passengers: with weapons),  

- English level (for the position Operator for screening of persons: Intermediate, at least B1, for the 

position Access control of vehicles and persons other than passengers: Beginners, A1/A2).  

 

2. Candidates shall submit:  

 

- CV and motivation letter,  

- certified photocopy of high school  diploma,  

- scan of ID card,  

- Certificate from Pension and invalidity insurance on register of insurers of the Republic fund for 

pension and invalidity insurance,  

- photocopy of the certificate for for private security staff,  

- certificate from court proving that there has not been initiated any criminal procedure against the 

candidate,  

- note of the position applied for.  



 

3. Incomplete and untimely applications will not be considered.  

 

4. Submitted applications will not be returned.  

 

5. All interested persons may submit their applications to the e-mail address hr@beg.aero or by register 

mail with a note "Advertisement for engagement in VINCI Airports Serbia, Belgrade-Surcin, 11180 

Belgrade 59"  

 

6. Criteria for selection:  

- fulfilment of formal requirements of item  2 hereof,  

- possession of certificate for for private security staff,  

- English knowledge will be checked in an oral exam,  

- assessment of the commission for selection.  

 

DIRECTOR 

___________________ 

Nicolas Brousse 


